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This Project proposal has been prepared by: 

 

 Mark Amos 
 

 Catchment Coordinator 

 Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group 
 

 PO Box 567 

 Maleny, Qld, 4552 
 

 Phone  (07) 5494 3775 

 Email  info@lbccg.org.au 

 Website www.lbccg.org.au 

 

 

 

 

PROJECT APPROVALS 

 

Date Description Result 

20/7/2010 Draft Project Proposal  n/a 

20/9/2010 Project Proposal completed n/a 

23/9/2010 Project presented to LBCCG Committee Approved (Minutes 32.5.4) 

9/12/2009 Project Proposal forwarded to Seqwater for 

approval (email) 

 

Approved by Brad Heck (Land 

Management Coordinator - Seqwater) 

on 16/12/2009 

1/12/2010 Draft Project Proposal (2
nd

 Year) n/a 

5/12/2010 Project Proposal completed n/a 

9/12/2010 Project presented to LBCCG Committee Approved (Minutes 41.6.3.2) 

 Project Proposal forwarded to Seqwater for 

approval (email) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

This 2
nd

 Year Project Proposal should be read in conjunction with Bridge Creek Rehabilitation 

(Watter) [LBCCG Project no. 0910-007] (see Attachment 1). 

 

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this Proposal, Lake Baroon Catchment 

Care Group makes no representations about the accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for 

any particular purpose and disclaims all liability for all expenses, losses, damages and costs which 

may be incurred as a result of the Project Proposal being inaccurate or incomplete in any way and for 

any reason. 
 

 

Cover photo: Revegetation of the project site – April 2010. 
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LAKE BAROON CATCHMENT CARE GROUP INC. 

1. Project Details 
 

PROJECT TITLE:  Bridge Creek Rehabilitation (Watter) 

 

PROJECT NUMBER: 0910-007    DATE: October 2009 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY: 

 

The proposed project will enhance the filtering and buffering capacity of a degraded waterway in the 

Bridge Creek catchment; restrict livestock access to an area of hill-slope erosion while improving 

farm productivity by reducing nutrient, sediment and chemical export.  

 

APPLICANT/LANDHOLDER DETAILS 

First Name/s Kurt & Sally  

Surname Watter 

Postal Address 77 Bridge Creek Road, Maleny 4552 

Phone Numbers 07 5499 9300 / 0428 221 698 

E-mail watter@bigpond.net.au 

 

PROJECT / SITE LOCATION 

Property Name - 

Property Address 77 Bridge Creek Road, Maleny 

RP Number RP169376 

Lot Number 1 

Property Size (ha) 16 hectares 

Existing Land-use Beef cattle 

Stock Carried 25  

Sub-Catchment Bridge Creek 

Management Unit BR2 

M.U. Priority (LBCCG IP) High M.U. Priority (Pollution) Moderate 

 

PROJECT PARTNERS/STAKEHOLDERS & ROLES 

Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group Project funding, administration & reporting, monitoring & 

evaluation 

Sunshine Coast Regional Council Project funding (Land For Wildlife) 

Kurt & Sally Watter Landowners 

 

PROJECT DETAILS 

Project Start Date 2009  

Project Completion Date 2014 

Fencing Required 1,000 metres 

Plant Numbers/Area 2,250 

Project Maintenance LBCCG/Contractor, landowner 

Provision of Labour Contractors; landowner 

Provision of Funding LBCCG, Sunshine Coast Regional Council  
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2. PROJECT RATIONALE, PURPOSE & OBJECTIVES 
 

An estimated 80% of sediment and 35% of nitrogen in the waterways in South East Queensland 

come from non-urban diffuse loads. Reduction of these loads clearly represents a major target for 

action if significant improvements in water quality are to continue to be achieved in South East 

Queensland. 
 

Modern agricultural activities have been identified as a major source of diffuse pollutants into 

waterways (Polyakov et al, 2005). Land management practices, such as stocking rates, grazing 

pressures, land clearing and the application of fertilisers have significant impacts on pasture and land 

condition. These practices can result in erosion processes, decreased infiltration of soils, and excess 

nutrient and sediment run-off, all of which impact on local water quality. 
 

Diffuse pollutants are: 
 

 Aggregated within a catchment; but delivered from sources dispersed throughout the 

catchment; 

 Random in nature with weather playing a critical role in the process of pollutant delivery; 

 Difficult to monitor on a continuous basis for a reasonable cost (Qureshi and Harrison, 2002). 
 

Despite these barriers, evidence suggests there is an opportunity to reduce the contribution of non-

urban diffuse source pollutants to prevent further water quality degradation throughout south east 

Queensland. Providing incentives for landholders to change management practices is one strategy to 

improve water quality 
(3)

. 
 

Sediment generation identified from private agricultural land is considered to derive from 3 key 

sources of erosion: 
 

 Hill-slope erosion is the wearing away of soil particles, chiefly by rain and water flows over 

the land instead of in channels. Although hill-slope erosion may occur on soil surfaces that 

are covered with vegetation, it is more prevalent on bare soil (SEQHWP, 2007) 

 Gully erosion is the removal of soil along drainage lines by surface water run-off. It occurs 

when run-off concentrates and flows at a velocity sufficient to detach and transport soil 

particles, eroding channels (a concentrated flow path for water leaving a field or watershed) 

into a hill-slope (Ziebell and Richards, 1999) 

 Stream bank erosion is the detachment of soil particles by concentrated flow paths occurring 

along stream bank channels. Stream bank erosion is especially prevalent where riparian 

vegetation is degraded (SEQHWP, 2007) 
 

These three sources of erosion deliver a high level of sediments and nutrients to the waterways of 

south east Queensland. The velocity and volume of water delivery to major channel erosion sites, 

poor soil structure and land use disturbances are all causes of channel erosion throughout south east 

Queensland. The channel origin of the sediment means that attention needs to be directed to stream 

and gully stability, and the prevention of hill-slope erosion. 
 

A survey examining barriers to the adoption of best land-use management practices by farmers 

concluded that economic barriers pose the biggest constraint (Slack-Smith, 2005). Investment in 

south east Queensland catchment management has historically been quite sporadic and not well 

targeted, especially in rural catchments (Faulkner, 2008). Cost effective investment, targeted at the 

most important non-urban diffuse pollutant sources throughout south east Queensland, is required to 

efficiently achieve a large reduction of sediment and nutrient loads with a limited budget (Olley et 

al., 2006). 
(taken from: Department of Environment and Resource Management, Development of a water quality metric for south east Queensland, 2010) 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF WORKS 
 

 

 

 Figure 1: Map of proposed on-ground works. 
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3.1. Fencing and Revegetation of main waterway (Area 1). 

 

The main waterway on the property was fenced to exclude livestock and Year 1 of revegetation 

completed (500 plants). Species were selected on their ability to provide a buffer to paddock run-off, 

stabilise the bed and banks and retain the bulk of existing sediment on site – although already with 

livestock removed, the waterway is becoming more defined. Included at the downstream end of the 

fencing is a small area of remnant vegetation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The main waterway on the property and 

Revegetation Area 1. Fencing to exclude livestock 

will run either side of the waterway and be 

revegetated with appropriate species. 

Note the sedges growing in the waterway.     

 

Figure 4 & 5: Revegetation of the site has been difficult due to large areas suffering from 

waterlogging. However through careful selection of species, results have been encouraging with 

less than 10% plant losses in the first 6 months. 

Figure 3: Waterway planted and permanent 

fencing underway. Approximately one third 

of the waterway was revegetated in the first 

year of the project. 
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3.2. Fencing and Revegetation of hill slope (Area 2). 

 

Fencing to exclude livestock has allowed existing pasture to recover and provide some stabilisation 

of the steep eroding hill-slope. The waterway down-slope has improved through the reduction on 

erosion and sediment delivery, improving water quality. The hill-slope has scattered native (Mallotus 

sp.) which have improved with the removal of grazing livestock. 

 

Natural regeneration at this stage has been minor, however is expected to occur (currently any 

regeneration is affected by livestock) and will be enhanced with revegetation in the second and third 

years of the project. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: The steep hill-

slope requiring fencing to 

exclude livestock and allow 

pasture to re-establish and 

stabilise. 

Revegetation of the slope 

can be completed once the 

level of natural regeneration 

is determined. 

 

Figure 7: Fencing of the 

hill-slope has been 

completed. Note the 

revegetation in the 

foreground – performed by 

the landholders at their 

expense. 
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4. PROJECT ACTION REPORT 

 
Legend:  Completed as per Plan              Completed since last Report              Planned              Overdue 

 
Action Responsibilit

y 

Start 

Date 

Completi

on Date 

Measurable 

Output 

Completed 

(output if different from 

Plan) 

 

Project Proposal  

LBCCG 

Coordinator 

 

Oct 09 

 

Nov 09 

 

Project Plan 

 

Project presented to 

LBCCG Committee for 

approval (includes Seqwater 

rep). 

LBCCG 

Coordinator & 

Committee 

 

Nov 09 

 

Dec 09 

 

- 

 

Pre-works monitoring 

(including photo points. 

LBCCG 

Coordinator 

 

Nov 09 

 

Dec 09 

 

- 

 

W
O

R
K

S
 I

M
P

L
E

M
E

N
T

A
T

IO
N

 

Fencing (Site 1) 
Contractor & 

landholder 
Dec 09 Mar 10 600 m fencing 

 

Fencing (Site 2) 
Contractor & 

landholder 
Dec 09 Mar 10 400 m fencing 

 

Revegetation 

(Site 1 Stage 1) 

Contractor Mar 10 May 10 500 plants  

Revegetation  

(Site 1 Stage 2) 

Contractor Mar 11 May 11 500 plants  

Revegetation  

(Site 2 Stage 1) 

Contractor Mar 11 May 11 500 plants  

Revegetation  

(Site 1 Stage 3) 

Contractor Mar 12 May 12 250 plants  

Revegetation  

(Site 2 Stage 2) 

Contractor Mar 12 May 12 500 plants  

Revegetation 

maintenance 
Landholder 

May 10 Sep 14 >90% survival 
‘10 ‘11 

‘1

2 

‘1

3 

‘1

4 

Media releases. 
LBCCG 

Coordinator 

 

May 10  

 

May 11 

 

2 media 

release 

  

Quarterly progress reports. 
LBCCG 

Coordinator 
Mar 10 Sept 14 

 

20 Progress 

Reports 

 

1 5 9 13 17 

2 6 10 14 18 

3 7 11 15 19 

4 8 12 16 20 

Post-works monitoring  
LBCCG 

Coordinator 
Nov 09 Sept 14 - ‘10 ‘11 ‘12 ‘13 ‘14 

Project evaluation & 

progress report prepared 

and presented for approval 

of 2
nd

 year funding. 

LBCCG 

Coordinator 

 

June 10 

 

June 10 

 

First Year 

Progress 

Report 

 

Project evaluation & 

progress report prepared 

and presented for approval 

of 
3rd

 year funding. 

LBCCG 

Coordinator 

 

June 11 

 

June 11 

 

Second Year 

Progress 

Report 

 

On maintenance (on-ground 

works completed & 

inspected for compliance 

with Project Plan – Report. 

LBCCG 

Coordinator & 

Committee 

 

Jun 12 

 

Jul 12 

 

On 

Maintenance 

Report 

 

Project completed/signed 

off. 

LBCCG 

Committee 
Sept 14 Sept 14 Final report 
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5. PROJECT EVALUATION 

 

The project has performed well with all components of the project completed on schedule. The 

fencing budget came in under estimates giving a small amount ($670.00) of surplus funds. No 

contingency money was required. 

 

Planting was completed by Barung Landcare and although certain aspects of the planting could have 

been performed better, overall the survival rates have been well under the acceptable loss rate of 

10%. 

 

Fencing was completed by Rob Ludwig who erected an excellent quality 4 barb permanent fence for 

very reasonable cost. The fencing was designed to have few changes of direction as possible to 

ensure a strong and cost-effective fence, however the fence distance from the waterway in some 

places was barely adequate. What this ultimately means is the number of plant rows between the 

waterway and the fence can be as few as two which gives little structure to the revegetation. 

 

Maintenance is carried out by the landholders Kurt and Sally Watter and has been performed (to this 

stage) to a high quality. This is primarily due to the timing of planting – late Autumn immediately 

before the cooler weather arrives minimising weed growth for the first few months, allowing the 

plants to establish with minimal competition and maintenance labour. 

 

The waterway has immediately started to recover with the livestock excluded. The channel itself is 

becoming more defined and over time this will result in less waterlogging which played a large role 

in revegetation species selection for the site. The sparse native sedges and rushes present in the 

waterway are gradually spreading and assisting to stabilise the waterway. 

 

Some of the revegetation species selected tolerate the wet conditions and they will assist in drying 

the saturated soil profile enabling follow up planting of more suitable riparian species. The use of 

Melaleuca quinquenervia, although technically not an indigenous species to the property will provide 

a very useful role of providing canopy in waterlogged areas but also assist in drying the soil profile 

(these can be removed in the future if deemed to be troublesome or becoming weedy to the detriment 

of more useful or appropriate species). 

 

 

6. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED 

 

The project has performed well and although somewhat controversial, has proceeded to expectations. 

It is clear however that minimum width buffers need to be maintained (particularly when being 

revegetated). High edge ratios compromise the effectiveness of vegetative buffers and will result in 

high maintenance inputs for a longer period of time – in inadequate width plantings where canopy 

closure is not effective achieved, maintenance may remain high for the foreseeable future. 

 

An accurate indication of the effectiveness of the species selection may not be realised for several 

years, however at this point in time the species selection appears good with some minor changes 

required in the 2
nd

 year of the project. 
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7. RECOMENDATIONS 

 

With the success of the first year of the project there are no reasons why the 2
nd

 year of the project 

should not be funded. That is the 2
nd

 stage of revegetating the waterway and the revegetation of the 

first stage of the hill-slope. 

 

8. PROJECT BUDGETS & FINANCIAL POSITION 

 

8.1 CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION                                                    

                

LBCCG has a policy of keeping Project Budgets confidential as individual project costings vary 

and can give misleading information. 

 

Detailed Budgets can be supplied on request. Please contact the LBCCG Project Manager on 

info@lbccg.org.au for further information 

 

8.2 ORIGINAL PROJECT BUDGET/FUNDING APPLICATION        

 

 

LBCCG has a policy of keeping Project Budgets confidential as individual project costings vary 

and can give misleading information. 

 

Detailed Budgets can be supplied on request. Please contact the LBCCG Project Manager on 

info@lbccg.org.au for further information 

 

8.3 FINANCIAL YEAR LBCCG FUNDING BUDGET   

 

 

LBCCG has a policy of keeping Project Budgets confidential as individual project costings vary 

and can give misleading information. 

 

Detailed Budgets can be supplied on request. Please contact the LBCCG Project Manager on 

info@lbccg.org.au for further information 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@lbccg.org.au
mailto:info@lbccg.org.au
mailto:info@lbccg.org.au
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9. PROJECT ACTION PLAN (2
nd

 Year) 

 
Action Responsibility Start 

Date 

Completion 

Date 

Measurable Output 

 

Project Proposal (2
nd

 Year) 

LBCCG Coordinator  

Oct 10 

 

Nov 10 

 

Project Plan 

Project presented to LBCCG 

Committee for approval (includes 

Seqwater rep). 

LBCCG Coordinator 

& Committee 

 

Nov 10 

 

Dec 10 

 

- 

Mid project monitoring 
LBCCG Coordinator 

 

Nov 10 

 

Jun 11 

 

- 

W
O

R
K

S
 

IM
P

L
E

M
E

N
T

A
T

IO
N

  

Revegetation  

(Site 1 Stage 2) 

Contractor  

Mar 11 

 

May 11 

500 plants 

 

Revegetation  

(Site 2 Stage 1) 

Contractor  

Mar 11 

 

May 11 

500 plants 

 

Revegetation maintenance 
Landholder 

 

May 10 

 

Sep 14 

>90% survival 

 

Media release 
LBCCG Coordinator 

 

May 10  

 

May 11 

 

1 media release 

Quarterly progress reports. LBCCG Coordinator Mar 10 Sept 14 

 

16 Progress Reports 

 

 

Post-works monitoring  

 

LBCCG Coordinator Nov 09 Sept 14 - 

Project evaluation & progress report 

prepared and presented for approval of 

3rd year funding. 

LBCCG Coordinator 

 

June 10 

 

June 10 

 

Second Year 

Progress Report 

Project evaluation & progress report 

prepared and presented for approval of 

4th  year funding. 

LBCCG Coordinator 

 

June 11 

 

June 11 

 

Third Year Progress 

Report 

On maintenance (on-ground works 

completed & inspected for compliance 

with Project Plan – Report. 

LBCCG Coordinator 

& Committee 

 

Jun 12 

 

Jul 12 

 

On Maintenance 

Report 

 

Project completed/signed off. 

 

LBCCG Committee Sept 14 Sept 14 Final report 
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11. ATTACHMENTS.   11.1 Original 2009/10 Project Proposal  
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   A cooperative project between Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group,           
   and the landowners: Kurt & Sally Watter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

      Prepared by Mark Amos 

                                             Catchment Coordinator 
Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group 

Project No. 0910-007 

 
 
 
 

 
        

 

Lake  

Baroon  

Catchment  

Care  

Group 
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PROJECT APPROVALS 

 

Date Description Result 

10/11/2009 Project Proposal completed n/a 

12/11/2009 Project presented to LBCCG Committee Approved (Minutes 32.5.4) 

9/12/2009 Project Proposal forwarded to Seqwater for 

approval (emailed) 

Approved by Brad Heck (Land 

Management Coordinator - 

Seqwater) on 16/12/2009 
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LAKE BAROON CATCHMENT CARE GROUP INC. 

Project Proposal 
 

PROJECT TITLE:  Bridge Creek Rehabilitation (Watter) 

 

PROJECT NUMBER: 0910-007    DATE: October 2009 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY: 

 

The proposed project will enhance the filtering and buffering capacity of a degraded waterway in the 

Bridge Creek catchment; restrict livestock access to an area of hill-slope erosion while improving 

farm productivity by reducing nutrient, sediment and chemical export.  

 

APPLICANT/LANDHOLDER DETAILS 

First Name/s Kurt & Sally  

Surname Watter 

Postal Address 77 Bridge Creek Road, Maleny 4552 

Phone Numbers 07 5499 9300 / 0428 221 698 

E-mail watter@bigpond.net.au 

 

PROJECT / SITE LOCATION 

Property Name  

Property Address 77 Bridge Creek Road, Maleny 

RP Number RP169376 

Lot Number 1 

Property Size (ha) 16 hectares 

Existing Land-use Beef cattle 

Stock Carried 25  

Sub-Catchment Bridge Creek 

Management Unit BR2 

M.U. Priority (LBCCG IP) High M.U. Priority (Pollution) Moderate 

 

PROJECT PARTNERS/STAKEHOLDERS & ROLES 

Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group Project funding, administration & reporting, monitoring & 

evaluation 

Sunshine Coast Regional Council Project funding (Land For Wildlife) 

Kurt & Sally Watter Landowners 

 

PROJECT DETAILS 

Project Start Date 2009  

Project Completion Date 2014 

Fencing Required 1,000 metres 

Plant Numbers/Area 2,250 

Project Maintenance LBCCG/Contractor, landowner 

Provision of Labour Contractors; landowner 

Provision of Funding LBCCG, Sunshine Coast Regional Council  
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PROJECT LOCATION 
 

The Bridge Creek sub-catchment is the second largest in the Lake Baroon catchment (behind the Obi 

Obi Creek catchment) consisting of 52 kilometres of waterways and covering an area 2,134 hectares. 

The sub catchment has a moderate covering of vegetation (43%), although much of this is 

significantly disturbed and degraded by weed invasion. 
 

Bridge Creek has been divided into six management units that reflect property boundaries, 

physiography, vegetation, land use, point and diffuse source impacts, and administrative 

convenience.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Watter property is located within Management Unit BR2, a sub-catchment of Bridge 

Creek. The Management Unit is located in the headwaters of Bridge Creek with part of urban 

Maleny encroaching into the catchment.  
 

The MU is 323 hectares in size and has almost 10km of significant waterways. The dominant land 

use in the MU is beef production. Riparian vegetation is present alongside 85% of the waterway 

lengths, with LBCCG supporting several landholders in the MU expanding and re-establishing 

riparian vegetation along waterways.  
 

Although parts of the catchment are steep, relatively good areas of vegetation maintain fair stability, 

and limit nutrient inputs into the waterways (especially phosphorus). 
 

The Lake Baroon Catchment Implementation Plan (2007) rates BR2 a HIGH priority for 

rehabilitation works. Assessment of the Management Unit using a modified version of the 

Prioritisation Process, which prioritises MU’s on pollution input levels and land instability 

parameters, BR2 rates as a MODERATE priority 
(2)

. 
 

This particular land parcel however has less than 5% vegetation cover, and as the landholders are not 

reliant on primary production for income, they have shown considerable interest in waterway 

rehabilitation. 
(1) Dunstan, M. 2007, Lake Baroon Catchment Implementation Plan, Aquagen Water & Renewable Energy, Palmwoods. 

 

(2) LBCCG is currently developing a decision-making process to evaluate the priority of particular projects. For projects that predominantly focus on 
water quality improvements, an evaluation that uses pollution and instability Indicator Measures to assess their priority was used.  

Figure 1: Bridge 

Creek near the River 

School. The 

waterways generally 

have good riparian 

vegetation, with 

excellent bed 

diversity and bank 

stability. The creek 

however is 

threatened by 

sediment loads 

entering the 

waterway through 

erosion in the 

catchment. 
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Figure 2: Bridge Creek 

forms the western sub-

catchment of Lake 

Baroon. 

Part of Maleny is 

situated in the 

headwaters of Bridge 

Creek. 

Figure 3: The Watter property is situated in 

the middle-right of the figure. Beef 

production is now the dominant land use in 

the Management Unit with a significant 

proportion of the catchment becoming rural 

residential. 

 

Figure 4: This map shows BR2’s instability 

and likelihood of suffering mass movement 

(land slides & slips).The proposed project site 

is now relatively stable due to good property 

management and can be successfully 

rehabilitated. 
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PROJECT BACKGROUND 

 

The Watter’s until recently owned and operated a veterinary practice in Maleny. With the sale of the 

business Kurt and Sally have the time and commitment necessary to commence environmental and 

water quality improvement activities on their 16 hectare property. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The Watter’s unsuccessfully applied to the Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group in 2008/09 for 

assistance to fence and revegetate the main waterway on their property. The project was considered 

to have merit, however the project was deemed too minor to have major water quality improvement 

benefits. Not taken into account however was the property’s proximity to neighbouring remnant 

vegetation and the quantity of water generated from the property (when visited in mid October the 

main waterway was still flowing despite the extremely dry conditions and lack of substantial 

rainfall). 
 

Furthermore, the Watter’s share a boundary with Col Cork; with both landholders 

commencing Property Management Planning with LBCCG in 2008/09. Col Cork has expressed 

interest in carrying out on-ground works on his property, and combined with lower sub-

catchment works on Rob McLauchlan’s, will result in a strategic approach to on-ground works 

in the catchment. 
 

The Bridge Creek catchment is recognised as being prone to mass movement (land slides & slips). 

This property has had minor landslips in the past, however recent good property management has left 

the property stable and suitable for revegetation. The geology of the property (and most of the Bridge 

Creek catchment) however, results in numerous springs on the property that continually provide 

waterlogged areas which are frequented by livestock which ‘pug’ the soils and results in the loss of 

soil during rainfall events. 

Figure 5: The Watter property from Bridge Creek Road. A steep slope on the eastern side leads to 

fertile flats on the western side of the property. Three distinct waterways split the property from 

east to west. 
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PROJECT PURPOSE & OBJECTIVES 
 

The proposed project will enhance the filtering and buffering capacity of a degraded waterway 

in the Bridge Creek catchment; restrict livestock access to an area of hill-slope erosion while 

improving farm productivity by reducing nutrient, sediment and chemical export.  

 

In 2008-09 Kurt and Sally Watter commenced a Property Management Planning (PMP) program 

with Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group. The main outcome of the PMP program was the 

identification of environmental and water quality issues on the property, and the actions required to 

improve these areas while also contributing to the improvement of the properties’ productivity and 

sustainability. 
 

 
 

The primary issue identified by the Watter’s was the lack of native vegetation on the property 

– particularly in riparian zones and on a steep hill-slope that has sheet erosion.  
 

The main waterway on the property has uncontrolled livestock access and combined with the lack of 

soil binding vegetation, results in bank and bed erosion and the transport of sediment and nutrients 

from the property to Bridge Creek. Despite this, the waterway still retains isolated pockets of native 

sedges and aquatic vegetation which, if livestock was excluded, would relatively quickly form an 

effective filter to trap sediments and nutrients. Revegetation of the banks of the waterway would 

provide further stabilisation and provide habitat and biodiversity. 
 

 

Figure 6: Uncontrolled 

livestock access to the 

main waterway on the 

property has left it 

degraded and eroding – 

sediments and nutrients 

flow downstream to 

Bridge Creek and 

ultimately Lake Baroon.  

 

Figure 7: Even during the driest part of the 

year, the waterway has flows. Despite the 

degradation to the waterway, native sedges 

and rushes persist. Fencing of the waterway 

will exclude livestock; allow the existing 

vegetation to spread and provide an effective 

filter and revegetation will buffer overland 

flows. 
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Furthermore fencing of the waterway would also effectively split the property in two, improving 

grazing management, which indirectly improves water run-off by allowing rotational grazing.  
 

A steep slope on the eastern side of the property has unrestricted livestock access and has become a 

livestock ‘camp’ due to the presence of scattered native and non-native trees. Pasture coverage is 

poor due to the heavy grazing pressure by livestock and the thinness of topsoil resulting from 

continual hill-slope erosion. Sediment (and nutrients) from this area ‘flow’ off this hill-slope during 

rainfall events, entering waterways on the property, resulting in sediment ‘slugs’ forming, which 

further contributes to the water logging of the waterways. 
 

Fencing would enable pasture to re-establish, forming a protective covering, minimising erosion and 

nutrient transfer. Furthermore natural regeneration by native tree species (currently regeneration is 

not allowed to establish due to grazing pressure) will be encouraged, which can be augmented by 

enhancement planting if necessary, once regeneration rates are known. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The slope in 

the centre of the photo 

can be clearly seen as 

a brown area, 

indicating the poor 

pasture condition 

caused by excessive 

hill slope erosion and 

thin topsoil. 

Eroded material is 

washed into the 

waterways of the 

property. 

Figure 8: The 

remnant vegetation at 

the downstream end 

of the waterway. 

Note the bedrock 

crossing immediately 

in front of the trees – 

this crossing will be 

retained as it is very 

stable. 
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PROJECT OUTCOMES 

 

1.   Water Quality Improvements 

The primary aim of the project is to improve the water quality of Bridge Creek by targeting a 

permanent waterway in the upper catchment. By reducing erosion and the associated 

sediment and nutrient inputs into the properties waterways, the quality of water in the Bridge 

Creek catchment will be improved. Ultimately this improves the quality of water entering 

Lake Baroon which leads to a lowering in cost of drinking water production costs, as well as 

improving the recreational and amenity value of Bridge Creek and the lake. 
 

2.   Securing and improving wetland habitats. 

The project will remove stock from year-round spring-fed wet areas that will provide 

valuable habitat to amphibian species (frogs) and other animals that inhabit the zone between 

aquatic and terrestrial areas. These areas will act as small wetlands and perform a filtering 

function, removing sediment and nutrients before flows reach Bridge Creek. 
 

3.  Development of habitat clusters and corridors. 

The project will establish clusters of native vegetation and expand the vegetation in a high 

priority area. The property is adjacent to a large area of remnant/regrowth vegetation with the 

project expanding this area. Furthermore the property backs onto Trail Road which provides 

an important wildlife corridor. Species selection will be consistent with the Regional 

Ecosystems of the immediate area and will also include rare and threatened flora species of 

these RE’s so that the site will also assist in the long term preservation of species. 
 

4.  Community Education 

The project will demonstrate waterway rehabilitation within a moderate sized, continuous 

reach of waterway (in a strategic and high priority reach) and improve awareness of 

catchments, water quality and sustainable farming. The landowners have an excellent 

understanding of the local district, livestock management and the environmental, and water 

quality issues unique to Maleny. The works will further enhance the properties demonstration 

values, and improve understanding and technical capacity of the agricultural extension 

community.  
 

5.  Improvements in farm productivity 

     Farm productivity will be enhanced by improving the manageability of the property, while  

contributing to agricultural sustainability by reducing nutrient loss, soil loss through erosion 

and chemical export from run-off. The owners have shown excellent property management in 

the past and the property could be used for Field Days demonstrating the links between good 

environmental management and improved farm manageability. 
 

6.  Whole farm approach to property planning. 

The property has been assessed through the Property Management Planning program which 

evaluated the property from both an environmental perspective and a productive agriculture 

perspective. Innovative techniques are being employed to continue the evolution of best 

practice management and in-depth monitoring and evaluation will inform and influence 

future planning and project implementation. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORKS 
 

 
 

 
Figure 10: The property showing the neighbouring properties of Col Cork and David Daugaard. 
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The following on-ground works were identified that meet the objectives of the project: 

 

1. Revegetation Area 1. 

 

The main waterway on the property will be fenced to exclude livestock and revegetated over a 

three year period with appropriate species to provide a vegetative filter/buffer from paddock 

run-off, stabilise the bed and banks and retain existing sediment on site. Included at the 

downstream end of the fencing will be a small area of remnant vegetation. 

 

 
 

A bedrock crossing will be retained at the downstream end, immediately before the waterway enters 

the remnant. Planting of the waterway will be carried out over a period of three years to ensure the 

landholders can effectively manage maintenance.  

 

 
 

Figure 11: The main 

waterway on the 

property and 

Revegetation Area 1. 

Fencing to exclude 

livestock will run 

either side of the 

waterway and be 

revegetated with 

appropriate species. 

Note the sedges 

growing in the 

waterway.     

 

Figure 12: Bedrock 

crossing that will be 

retained for access 

to the northern side 

of the property. 

Note the 

effectiveness of the 

rock bar at halting 

previous head-ward 

erosion. 
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2. Fencing of hill slope. 

 

Fencing to exclude livestock will allow existing pasture to recover and provide stabilisation of a 

steep eroding hill-slope. Water quality downstream is impacted by sediment and nutrient run-off 

from the slope. The area has scattered native (Mallotus sp.) and exotic trees (Privet and Coral) which 

improve stability but also attract livestock seeking shade and shelter, thus contributing to further 

erosion. 

 

Natural regeneration is expected to occur (currently any regeneration is affected by livestock) and 

will be enhanced with revegetation in the second and third years of the project. This is to allow 

stabilisation by pasture initially before any revegetation attempts. 

 

 
 

 

POTENTIAL FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

 

The property inspection by Alan Wynn from Land for Wildlife recommended the fencing of a small 

area of remnant vegetation on the southern waterway. This waterway could be targeted for 

rehabilitation in the future. Furthermore a waterway on the northern boundary could be easily fenced 

as it already has fencing along half its length on one side. Both these areas would benefit from 

fencing to exclude livestock and revegetation activities. 

 

If all waterways on the property were fenced, off stream watering would be essential for livestock 

watering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The small dam that suffered bank 

failure. The dam will provide water for this 

and a further revegetation site. 

 

Figure 13: The steep 

hill-slope requiring 

fencing to exclude 

livestock and allow 

pasture to re-establish 

and stabilise. 

Revegetation of the 

slope can be 

completed once the 

level of natural 

regeneration is 

determined. 
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for this project are in line with those listed in the Lake Baroon 

Catchment Care Group Ten Year Financial Plan (and thus are linked to the Lake Baroon Catchment 

Implementation Plan (LBCIP). 
 

Lake Baroon Catchment Implementation Plan (2007) & Aquagen Operational Plan (2006-07) 
 

LBCIP 

Link 

LBCIP Link Description Proposed Outcomes 

(Burnett Mary Regional Group Targets) 

Aquagen 

Operational Plan  

OG1 Develop on-ground works 

for water quality 

improvement and aquatic 

biodiversity maintenance 

& improvement 

Land management factors directly responsible for 

riparian zone instability and locations for feasible 

rehabilitation with both water quality and 

biodiversity outcomes are identified. 

Remedial works targeting priority reaches as 

identified in Rivercare Plans to prevent degradation 

or enhance condition 

4.1 Catchment   

      Projects 
 

(i) Number  trees planted 
 

(ii) Survival goal 
 

(iii) Metres waterway   

       fenced 
 

(iv) Stock restricted  

       access to waterway 

OG2 Support and develop on 

ground works for habitat 

recovery. 

The status and condition of identified priority EVR 

and iconic species are improved and there is no net 

decline in status for all EVR taxa by 2015 

OG3 Locate high value areas 

within catchment and 

target for protection and 

remediation 

All locations of high value are protected by Local 

Government planning initiatives by 2010. 

CM1 Develop a program 

whereby all landholders 

involved in on-ground 

activities initiate PMP’s as 

part of application process. 

The status and condition of High and Moderate Value 

TB sites identified in 2005 are maintained or 

improved by Land Management by 2015. 

10.2 Public Benefit 
 

(i) Develop a    

     comprehensive   

     project plan 

 

(ii) Develop a property  

      management plan for  

      project site 

CM2 Property Management 

Planning toolkit 

Soil productivity, health and structure are maintained 

at 2004 levels (or better) within the cultivated lands 

and exports of nutrients, sediment and agrochemicals 

in runoff is within EV/WQO targets by 2015. 

CM3 

 

Weeds toolkit Weeds and pest animals of significance to 

productivity and biodiversity values are controlled in 

cleared agricultural land (including grazing and 

cultivated areas) and do not spread into remnant 

vegetation areas by 2015. 

CM4 Adoption of BMP for point 

and concentrated diffuse 

pollution 

Best practice guidelines for point and concentrated 

diffuse sources of nutrients, sediments and 

agrochemicals and associated land development are 

identified by 2006 and priority pilot projects 

implemented in 2007. 

CM6 Community involvement At least 50% of NRM stakeholders in the region feel 

that their ownership and trust in the NRM planning 

process has increased by 2015. 

6.3 Press Releases &  

      Advertisements 
 

(i) Media releases 

 

(ii) Field Days 

 

(iii) Signs erected 

CM7 

 

Stakeholder Survey 

CM8 Transition in NRM 

practice 

At least five pathways for transition in NRM practice 

are implemented in the region (e.g. landholders 

change from riparian zone grazing to protection of 

riparian areas) by 2015. 

CM12 Training and skilling 

stakeholders in NRM 

Participation rates in NRM related training have 

increased by 30% by 2015. 

MR1 Water quality hotspots Water Quality? hot spots? are identified; mitigation 

programs are developed and commence by 2007. 

5.1 Catchment Water      

      Analysis 
 

(i) Regular analysis of  

     ecological integrity of   

     site. 

MR5 Identification of point and 

concentrated diffuse 

pollution 

Both concentrated diffuse and point sources loads are 

reduced by 50% (or are consistent with the EV/WQO 

program targets) throughout region by 2020 and 

region-wide standards and BMP are widely used in 

ERA license reviews. 
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PROJECT BUDGET/FUNDING APPLICATION   

 

LBCCG has a policy of keeping Project Budgets confidential as individual project costings vary 

and can give misleading information. 

 

Detailed Budgets can be supplied on request. Please contact the LBCCG Project Manager on 

info@lbccg.org.au for further information 

 

FINANCIAL YEAR LBCCG FUNDING BUDGET   

 

LBCCG has a policy of keeping Project Budgets confidential as individual project costings vary 

and can give misleading information. 

 

Detailed Budgets can be supplied on request. Please contact the LBCCG Project Manager on 

info@lbccg.org.au for further information 

 

PROJECT ACTION PLAN 

 

Action Responsibility Start 

Date 

Completion 

Date 

Project Proposal  LBCCG 

(Coordinator)/landholder 

Oct 09 Nov 09 

Project presented to LBCCG Committee for 

approval (includes Seqwater rep.) 

Site visit for Project Approvals Committee 

(if required). 

LBCCG Coordinator Nov 09 Dec 09 

Pre-works monitoring (including photo 

points, Index of Stream Condition & macro-

invertebrates. 

LBCCG (Coordinator) Nov 09 Dec 09 

Fencing of revegetation areas. Contractor/landholder Dec 09  Mar 10 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Mar 10 Mar 10 

Site preparation and revegetation using 

appropriate species (first stage). 

Contractor/landholder Mar 10 May 10 

Media Release to promote project and 

objectives of LBCCG (includes due 

reference to Seqwater). 

LBCCG (Coordinator) Apr 10 May 10 

Post-works monitoring (first stage). LBCCG (Coordinator) Nov 09 Dec 09 

Project evaluation & progress report 

prepared and presented to LBCCG 

Committee (includes Seqwater rep.) for 

approval of 2
nd

 year funding. 

LBCCG (Coordinator) June 10 July 10 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Sep 10 Sep 10 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Dec 10 Dec 10 

Site preparation and revegetation using 

appropriate species (second stage). 

Contractor/landholder Mar 11 May 11 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Mar 11 Mar 11 

Media Release to promote project and 

objectives of LBCCG (includes due 

reference to Seqwater). 

LBCCG (Coordinator) Apr 11 May 11 

Project evaluation & progress report 

prepared and presented to LBCCG 

Committee (includes Seqwater rep.) for 

LBCCG (Coordinator) Jun 11 Jul 11 

mailto:info@lbccg.org.au
mailto:info@lbccg.org.au
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approval of 3
rd

 year funding. 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Sep 11 Sep 11 

Post-works monitoring (second stage). LBCCG (Coordinator) Nov 11 Dec 11 

Quarterly progress report. LBCCG (Coordinator) Sep 10 Sep 10 

On maintenance (on-ground works 

completed & inspected for compliance with 

Project Plan. 

LBCCG (Coordinator) Jun 12 Jul 12 

Project completed/signed off. LBCCG 

(Coordinator/Committee) 

May 14 Jun 14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MONITORING & EVALUATION 

 

Monitoring and evaluation strategies are essential components of any environmental rehabilitation 

project. Evaluation is the best way to improve our knowledge about what works, what doesn’t and 

how we can best direct our rehabilitation efforts. Monitoring strategies are key components of the 

overall evaluation process that allows you and others to learn from the project and assess whether 

rehabilitation aims have been met. 

 

Photo point monitoring will provide valuable evidence of works completion, a record of vegetation 

growth, and provide an important assessment tool to evaluate the project. 

 

Furthermore, monitoring results and information will be used to: 
 

1. Raise awareness and encourage further works with priority landholders (primary producers 

and large landholders in the Lake Baroon catchment). 

 

2. Promote cooperative projects between Lake Baroon Catchment Care Group, Seqwater, 

Sunshine Coast Regional Council and other Natural Resource Management organisations. 

 

3. Critically examine techniques and methods used throughout the project to continually 

improve the service to landholders conducting on-ground works in the catchment and 

improve best practice management. 

 

4. Develop cost-effective strategies and techniques to perform on-ground activities. 

 

5. Continue to develop monitoring and evaluation program that meets the requirements of 

funding bodies, but also provides the relevant information and feedback to the LBCCG and 

Seqwater to improve project delivery. 
 

 

 

PROJECT REPORTING 
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Reporting on the progress of the project is an essential component of delivering successful on-ground 

outcomes. Therefore the following reporting schedule will be implemented to ensure all stakeholders 

are informed in a comprehensive and timely way. 

 

Report Recipients of Report When 

Progress Reports (presentation & 

brief summary). 

LBCCG Monthly 

Progress Reports (written report). LBCCG 

Seqwater 

Stakeholders 

Quarterly 

On Maintenance Report  LBCCG 

Seqwater 

Stakeholders 

On-ground activities completed 

(excluding re-planting & 

maintenance). 

Final Report (includes evaluation 

& further recommendations for 

project) 

LBCCG 

Seqwater 

Stakeholders 

Completion of project  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


